SELECTED PAPERS - AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATION (AERA)

**Topic: Social and Political Contexts of Education**


“What Are the Distinctive Characteristics of Urban Schools – and How Do They Influence Teaching?” April 2000


“Teacher Unions and School Reform: Voices from the Field.” Symposium organizer and participant, April 1996

“Historical Perspectives on the Merger of the AFT and NEA.” Symposium organizer and participant, April 1995.


“Writing the History of Education in the 1960's: Examining Teacher Organizations,” April, 1991

**Topic: Urban Teacher Education**

“What we know from research about the education of urban teachers”, Invited paper in a Presidential session, April 2010.


“Challenging the Cultural 'Taken-for-Grantedness’ of Preservice Teacher Candidates in a Program of Urban Teacher Preparation.” April 2000.

“Clarifying the Multiple Linkages between State Educational Policy to Improve Schools and Curriculum and Instruction in a Program of Urban Teacher Preparation.” Roundtable presentation, April 1999.


"When Values Collide [between programs of teacher preparation and prospective teachers]," April 1994.


(Note: Other papers presented at National Conference of Teachers of English, American Educational Studies Association. Forthcoming paper at the National Women Studies Association.)